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Abstract: Over time for the past few years, facial expression identification has been a promising area. 
However, darkness, lighting conditions, and other factors make facial emotion identification 
challenging to detect. As a result, thermal images are suggested as a solution to such problems and for 
a variety of other benefits. Furthermore, focusing on significant regions of a face rather than the entire 
face is sufficient for reducing processing and improving accuracy at the same time. This research 
introduces novel infrared thermal image-based approaches for facial emotion recognition. First, the 
entire image of the face is separated into four pieces. Then, we accepted only four active regions (ARs) 
to prepare training and testing datasets. These four ARs are the left eye, right eye, and lips areas. In 
addition, ten-folded cross-validation is proposed to improve recognition accuracy using Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN), a machine learning technique. Furthermore, we incorporated a parallelism 
technique to reduce processing-time in testing and training datasets. As a result, we have seen that the 
processing time reduces to 50%. Finally, a decision-level fusion is applied to improve the recognition 
accuracy. As a result, the proposed technique achieves a recognition accuracy of 96.87 %. The achieved 
accuracy ascertains the robustness of our proposed scheme. 
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1. Introduction  

Using an infrared thermal image to recognize and analyze facial expressions has become a 
popular study topic in recent years [1–3]. People monitoring through visual surveillance[4], driver 
safety and roadside accident [5], homeland security [6] work for the military [7], firefighters [8], 
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medical applications diseases and diagnosis [9,10], human-computer interaction (HCI), and so on are 
just some of the emerging applications of infrared thermal and infrared images. The visible camera 
catches the normal scene, which aids in the detection of human identification [11]. The infrared thermal 
camera, on the other hand, uses infrared light sources, which is extremely useful in cases when there 
are lighting concerns, such as shades of darkness. Wearing masks [12] or classes, for example, can also 
assist you in discovering the hidden elements of photographs. Many studies [13,14] look at facial 
recognition based on the eye-tracking scheme. In addition, digital color, chemical, thermal infrared, 
and infrared images are used in some works [15]. In all instances, Eid et al. [16] fined that the accuracy 
of recognition using an infrared thermal image is higher than a digital image. Furthermore, the physical 
look and different facial expressions like panic [17], smiley [18], and normal face are significant since 
they communicate emotion. Different elements of the face and physical features such as lips 
appearance or blinking rate of eyes are taken into account in research for facial and expression 
recognition [19]. 

Novel infrared thermal image-based face expression detection techniques are presented in this 
research. It makes use of parallelism to increase precision and speed up execution. The image of the 
face is divided into four sections. Instead of the four components, just active regions (ARs) are 
employed to prepare the training and testing data set. The ARs for expression identification are the left-
eye-retina, right-eye-retina, and lips. This study considers normal, joyful, terrified, sad, and astonished 
expressions. Figure 1(a),(b) shows color and infrared thermal images, respectively. Figure 1(c) shows 
the division of the 4 classes and 3 ARs. 

The following are the major contributions: 
 To separate frames from a movie, the recommended method for image registration is described. 
 To avoid data redundancy, a centralized database called fused-image-data-mask is maintained. 
 ARs were identified by considering the nose-tip as the key point of interest during the 

recognition process (POI). The Optimized Probability Density Function (OPDF) is used to do 
this assignment, which combines both PDF and time-series to achieve more precise recognition. 

 When estimating pose, a weighted PDF is taken into account so that the estimation error may 
be quantified. This will aid us in lowering the measurement error rate. 

 To speed up the procedure, the AR classification process works in tandem. 
 To improve expression categorization accuracy, a decision level fusion is proposed. 

The manuscript is organized as follows: Related work is described in Section 2. Sections 3 
describes the proposed recognition method. Section 4 shows the experimental results. Lastly, a 
conclusion is addressed in Section 5. 

2. Related works  

Facial recognition has been both a useful and problematic subject for decades. Face tracking and 
identification methods for various scenarios are given. One method of recognition is to use the gaze 
recognition method in conjunction with a video, which has proven to be effective [20]. This approach 
can make use of infrared and/or digital RGB. In reality, of the two picture acquisition technologies 
for recognition and authentication, the infrared thermal technique is currently the more extensively 
utilized [21]. A small number of researchers have investigated several cutting-edge methods for 
identifying facial expressions from infrared thermal recordings using a thermal sensor. Infrared thermal 
imaging can be used to forecast the physiological impact of ordinary activities on the nervous system. 
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In work [22,23] to recognize facial expressions based on the facial patches, PCA, LBP, and CNN 
are applied in sensor networks and mobile computing. Khan [24] present a series of approaches for 
detecting faces and estimating based on landmark point and CNN. The work [25] applied an emergent 
technique for real-time face identification and emotion categorization using statistical and time-series 
methods. Zhang et al. [26] propose an infrared thermal video sequence for eye recognition that splits 
the movie into infrared thermal picture frames. Moreover, the complete face is divided into numerous 
sections to extract features for facial expression recognition. In work [27], a complete face picture is 
segmented into equal patches, from which the attributes are retrieved. Based on this data, Random 
Forest (RF), SVM is used to classify facial expressions. Islam et al. [28] propose scaling sub-window 
in face photos to fix patch sizes. Others look for active areas around the lips, nose and eyes. They make 
use of the idea of ROI (Region of Interest). 

 

Figure 1. Shows color image, infrared thermal image division in 4 parts and the 3 ARs. 
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Moreover many works use machine learning-based recognition approaches. Researchers employ 
machine learning models such as SVM (Support Vector Machine), CNN and ANN (Artificial Neural 
Network) for facial identification [29]. A CNN is a deep learning approach that has a high level of 
performance and can extract features from training data. It achieves features from side to side using 
several convolutional layers and is often validated by a series of totally related layers [30]. On the CK+ 
database, researchers [31] raised CNN accuracy to 96.76%. Improved pre-processing processes such 
as sample formation and intensity normalization have improved the accuracy of the results. A Boosted 
Deep Belief Network (BDBN) [32] with numerous facial expression classifications was employed in 
another investigation. The accuracy on the CK+ database was 96.7%, whereas it was 91.8% on the 
JAFFE database. On the other hand, the execution period lasts for eight days. 

In this study, the proposed technique saves processing time while improving recognition 
performance. The proposed method uses numerous pre-processing techniques in conjunction with 
CNN to achieve excellent accuracy. Apart from that, it is recommended that ARs focus on critical data 
in categorization to forecast projected expressions. This also helps to cut down on processing time. 
Parallelism is frequently employed to improve speed and precision. 

3. Proposed methodology 

The suggested method separates face photo frames from an infrared thermal video. New image 
frames are being added to the database. A recorded frame is separated into four sections to find ARs. 
The central point is then determined by detecting the tip of the nose. The tip of the nose is used to 
identify and distinguish other parts. A sophisticated posture estimate technique is used because poses 
have a direct impact on facial expression. The flow diagram is shown in Figure 2. It demonstrates how 
the procedure is divided into two sections. Phase-I includes image registration, pre-processing, central 
point (nose-tip) identification, face ARs detection, head position estimation and correction, feature 
weighting and extractions, keep sequence, and vector preparation and separation. A deep learning 
strategy is utilized in phase two to use a machine learning technique. It entails the gathering of training 
and testing datasets, as well as the classification procedure. 

3.1. Image registration 

To guarantee that an acceptable infrared image dataset series is collected from a facial image, 
image registration is required. To begin, the image must be registered in the database if it has not 
already been done so. As a result, the proposed technique can help detect picture duplication during 
image registration. During the image registration process, video images are converted into frames. 

3.2. Pre-processing 

Due to noises in the obtained images, traditional recognition methods have proved that obtaining 
correct portions of any part of a human face in unusual settings (such as low lighting, dark, raining 
period, or any sort of natural calamity) is exceedingly tough. We applied the notion of using histograms 
to avoid difficulties like this, which assures that the effect of any lighting does not cause too many 
complications. Normal and sensitive histograms can be used to implant 3D data. 
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Figure 2. Proposed flow diagram. 

3.3. Facial expression recognition as an application of ARs recognition 

In recent years, facial expression recognition (FER) exploded as the new idea is to use a person’s 
face for various purposes. Scholars are studying and proposing new face recognition techniques due 
to their growing importance. A pipeline method has been proposed by the work [13] to reduce tracking 
and verification costs. SHM and APDF have been used to approximate the subject’s pose. Facial 
landmarks are key to FER methods. Lips, mouths, and brows have been used to keep tabs on people. 
As per researchers, facial expressions can be detected in several ways like genetic algorithm, mutation 
technique [33,34]. The author suggested FACS in their manuscript. From a facial landmark, AUs 
represented face motions. It is crucial to correctly identify all kinds of AUs while using FACS to 
evaluate them. Researchers [35,36] classified FER using FACS, geometric algorithms, region-based 
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systems, and appearance-based approaches. As with an appearance-based method, a geometry-based 
one should work. The work [37] has refined facial shape retrieval by dividing facial regions into blocks. 
These expressions correspond to face parts. Postures, positions, and shapes classify facial expressions. 
AROIs on a face image was discovered. Some scientists can spot smiles and panic [37]. Facial 
alignment improves FER. Some companies, like Microsoft and Face++, use cutting-edge technology 
to find facial landmarks. When identifying face landmarks, API was used. The face and body is used 
as input in FER. If the face is split up, it may be easier to treat. The 6 × 7 identical patches are shown 
in the image. Using these patches, Local Binary Patterns (LBP) functionality is extracted [38]. Faces 
are classified by SVM. With this method, it’s difficult to fix the size and location of regions. 
Researchers [30] divided this same face into 8 × 8 cubes to find active areas of interest. High activity 
was found in the nose, mouth, eyes, and lips. We’ve included AROIs and created AROI as a new search 
algorithm. For object classification, Hossain et al. suggest Gabor-wavelet and GA. They showed that 
these method is more efficient than geometry. Mutation methods and GA help to increase recognition 
rate in FER. To recognize faces, Liu et al. used BDBN. BDBN had few poor classifiers. Each scholar’s 
expression is recognized [30]. In their research, they tested their hypothesis on the CK+ and JAFFE 
databases, achieving 96.7 and 91.8% recognition accuracy, correspondingly. The BDBN’s accuracy is 
high, but training its data sets takes longer time. Scholars combined LBP, grey value, and HOG 
classifier [39]. 

Recently Manda, Bhaskare and Muthuganapathy [40] used deep classifier to learn design models 
using CNN. Their experiment used GPUs to speed up calculations. New research shows that when 
ANNs and CNNs are used together to improve accuracy, the results are indeed stronger. Various 
monitoring systems can be used in image recognition. In the traditional model human movements were 
being identified and analyzed by using statistical method with time series [41]. According to their 
experiment, ANN is superior. Some strategies, such as CNN, use face recognition with poses, 
viewpoints, and illumination to track people. Deep learning methods like CNN extract features from 
training dataset. Convolution layer and sub-layers are used for features. We used an aligned layer. 
CNN’s impressive performance has enabled researchers to use it. The results of integrating this method 
are introduced in a mixture. Because ML is an elevated method, CNN deep learning has been studied. 
It’s crucial in AI and ML to (MI). Deep learning and ML methods [42] were used by many academics. 
Integrating CNN with pre-processing alike test generation, rotation correction, intensity normalization, 
etc. Using this method, the CK+ database’s accuracy was improved to 96.76%. The proposed method 
is faster to direct connections and procedure and superior at identifying. Minimal training time leads 
to high correctness for the suggested CNN. Instead of the whole face, AROI classifies and identifies 
active regions for regular expressions. In work [43] CNN-based deep learning can recognize human 
faces. A CNN and LSTM-based method proposed by Rajan et al. [32] attained 81.60, 56.68 and 95.21% 
accurateness by MMI, SFEW, and ground truth data set. 

3.4. Facial ARs and regions detection 

Focusing primarily on the ARs, as shown in Figure 3, lowers costs in terms of execution time and 
processing overhead, as well as space and hardware management. The procedure starts with the 
location of the nose-center tip’s point being determined. Depending on the nose-tip, other ARs, such 
as eyes and lips, are detected. After that, the two-phase experimental procedure is merged with a three-
phase pipeline algorithm, which is expected to outperform the sequential method. 
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Figure 3. Recognition of ARs. 

 

Figure 4. Dissimilar Illuminations with sensitive image histograms. 
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The sensitive picture histogram is exhibited as shown in Figure 4. There are four images in this 
set, each of which has been converted utilizing sensitive histograms and a variety of illuminations. 

As previously indicated, the ARs are divided into three areas. The nose-tip is one zone that is 
made up to be the central point, whereas the left and right eyes along with lip regions are used for 
recognition, as seen in Figure 3. Figure 5 also depicts how various ARs are assessed. It recognizes 
landmarks before using nose-tips to identify the remaining portions. The four regions and landmark 
points are labelled A, B, C and D. The Gradient Minimization Method (GMM) is used to find the 
radius for levelling the eye and lip regions during the eye approximation. The cranny’s edge detector 
is applied to locate eye regions. Filters are applied to landmark points to remove any superfluous edges. 
The last points found in the AR of the eyes, lips, and their associated features are shared. The indicated 
edges E1 and E2 will be estimated by applying equations one and two. 

 ∑ ∗  (1) 

  (2) 

where P denotes the eye area and Q is the circular region from which the radius is calculated. Y (a, b) 
denotes pixel gradients measured based on (horizontal, vertical) values, where (a, b) denotes the POIs. 
As demonstrated in Figure 5, detection is based on landmark points and POIs. 

3.5. Head pose estimation and correction 

After detecting the central point and face ARs, the head pose estimation technique is used, as 
shown in the flow diagram (Figure 2). Inadvertently, head movement or different poses caused 
unwanted concerns, which have a stronger impact on the later analysis. This method helps reduce 
findings differences caused by head movement, as well as ensuring the validity of facial image 
analysis. As a result, head position is calculated using the Sinusoidal Head Model (SHM). After 
identifying the accurate measurements, we utilized the Optimized Probability Density Function 
(OPDF) to correct the head posture and then scaled them using Algorithm-2. This algorithm’s name 
is algorithm for Pose Estimation. 

3.6. Features weights extraction 

As shown in Figure 5 the features’ weights (FW) must now be determined, which establishes the 
image's critical pixels and weights. The importance of the features represented by the pixels is reflected 
in the weights. A set of features is used to represent an AR. The method of locating POI and important 
ARs such as the nose-tip, LE, RE and lip region is depicted in Figure 5. Important qualities are given 
larger weights to improve the dependability of information, which improves recognition. 

The next step is to extract the features. The Stochastic Face Shape Model (SFSM) and 
Optimized Principal Component Analysis (OPCA) were used to compare patterns on original and 
altered pictures (after the corrections of angles). From there, the features are retrieved and expressed 
in vector form. When the vectors are formed, phase-I is done. It's worth mentioning that an image-
based sequence should be kept. The procedure of takeout facial features and preparing vectors is 
described in detail below: 
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SFSM: In the training image sets, the number of landmark points (Figure 5) is displayed, and a 
new shape is created based on them. In the SFSM, there is an OPCA pattern. This is when the equation 
below comes in use. 

  (3) 

where X represents as mean value on the shape, P contains the times (T) of Eigen vectors with biggest 
eigenvalues, where Si is shape parameter by limited value within the range ±3√λi and with different 
shapes. 

 , . . . . . . . ,  (4) 

 

Figure 5. Finding Nose-tip (A), LE (B), RE (C) and Lip (D) regions. 

Facial Feature Extraction Technique (FFET): Each point, represented as (xi, yi), will be in 
vector form in the procedure of the face feature extraction procedure, as demonstrated by the 
following equation. 

 , . . . . . . . . . , ; . . . . . . . . . ,  (5) 

It is difficult to represent 3D data obtained from the head measuring area (S). As a result, we must 
use the 3D to 2D conversion technique. A 3D shape equation is used in this method, and it is combined 
with the sinusoidal surface. The transformation of an image from a 3D video into a 2D frame is required 
in the conversion procedure in order to generate a vector that will be utilized for feature extraction. 
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for pose estimation 

1. OM = OHPEA (P2D ,FW, F) 

Input: P2D, FW and F 

        Accept Matrix (IM) for input 

        Accept Matrix (OM) for output 

2.    N = A[ P2D,1 ] ; C = B[N,1]   

     //Initializing by creating vector in N, C 

3.    IM= P2Dx /F; n = P2Dy /F;  

      //Fixing start value of POI 

4.    Y = [P3D, C]; O = pinv[Y]  

      //Build vector of AP with values 

5.    while ( not empty) 

6.    {J = O*IM; K = O*n;)   

7.     LOCz=1/sqrt(1/||J||*1/||K||); 

8. OM1 = J *LOCz; OM2 = K * LOCz; 

9.     AR1 = OM 1(1 : 4); 

10.     AR2 = OM 2(1 : 4); 

11.     AR3 = AR1/||AR1|| *AR2/||AR2||; 

12.     AR4 = AR2/||AR2|| * AR3/||AR3||; 

13. OM 4 = [AR4; LOCz]; 

14. C = Y*M3/LOCz;   

15.      U = IM; V = n; 

16. IM = C*FW*P2Dx ; 

17. n = C*FW*P2Dy; 

18. Ex = IM - U;  

19. Ey = n –V; 

20.     if (||E||< E )          

         { OM 4 = [OM 1(4), M2(4), LOCz, 1]TM ;  
                    break;  // Exit Loop    }  
21. end of while loop  

Output: OM 

3.7. Classification, parallelism and by decision level fused method 

A high rate of recognition accuracy is required by the new facial expression recognition technique. 
In this paper, CNN is used to classify ARs. Three ARs are evaluated, as shown in Figure 6, the left and 
right eye regions, as well as the lip region. These three ARs were classified using CNN. CNN trains 
and tests images using ten-folded cross-validation, in which the images are divided into ten groups. 
One group is chosen as testing set each time, while the rest are marked as training sets. This improves 
accuracy by removing the negative impacts of data set splitting. 
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Figure 6. Original images are in column-1. Images after regions detection are in column-2. 
Column-3 show left eyes detection. Fourth column shows right eyes detection and fifth 
column shows lip region detection. 
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Algorithm 2: ARs recognition  

Initialize: 

a. 2D facial features 

b. 3D shape & head pose OM 

Start tracking from all frames 

i. for (I= 1; I<= Total Frame(TF)) do  

ii. Use OPDF to identify eye-region, eye-corner (Ec) & eyelid (El) 

iii. Attained vector G = Ec – El 

Where we use the eyelid points(x,y) termed as Elx, Ely respectively. In doing this a mapping 

function of the landmark points is maintained.  

iv. Identify the feature weight (FW) from P2D. 

v. Now get the FW and estimate points as OM = OHPEA (P2D, FW, F).  

//Call algorithm 1 

vi. Get the displacement points by derivation as follows: (∂Elx, ∂Ely) based on eyelid point(x,y).  

vii. Now the final ARs is obtained as(Sx,Sy)  

               // end of for-loop 

In addition, the three ARs are classified simultaneously for each image to speed up the process, 
resulting in three outputs. As a result, as shown in Figure 7, a Decision Level Fusion technique is 
employed to obtain the outcome among the three outputs. The expressions are both labelled and 
converted to binary form using the One-hot code [35]. As shown in Figure 7, each AR is processed 
separately using CNN. At the same moment, the three ARs are processed. The findings are displayed 
using a five-bit one-hot coding. Each pixel represents a distinct emotion (normal, happiness, fear, 
sadness, or surprise). False and True are represented by the bits zero (0) and one (1), respectively. 
Finally, based on the three outcomes of the one-hot codes, the decision level fusion approach is used 
to discover the proper expression. The decision level fusion strategy (for the three parallel 
classification operations) determines the final findings based on a single majority of accuracy. The 
targeted expression is any expression that receives a bit (1) twice or more. In other words, if more than 
two classifiers are active at the same moment, we consider the result of the majority. When the outputs 
of the three classifiers differ, CNN is utilized to choose the most accurate result. 

4. Experimental evaluation 

During the experimentation, both qualitative and quantitative performance is assessed. The 
research is completed using an Intel laptop with a Core (TM) i7 CPU running at 3.60 GHz. To estimate 
the suggested OPDF’s recognition accuracy, we use two categories of images. To begin, we take ground 
truth photos with an infrared thermal camera. Second, the CK+ dataset, which includes over 1000 
grayscale images of ten people, is used. 

In this experiment, two types of pictures are employed. With 93.98% accuracy out of thirty-five 
experimental images, the performance accurateness in recognizing the nose-tip is typically high 
enough for average color shots. The left and right eyes have 90.89 and 92.57% identification rates, 
respectively. Lip recognition is 93.02%, which is an excellent result. Recognition on infrared thermal 
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images of the nose tip is 94.35% among the training shots. The accurateness of left-eye recognition is 
around 91.47%, right-eye recognition is around 93.31%, and lip recognition is around 94.16%. On 
average, the proposed method detects 92.62% of color photographs and 93.85% of infrared images. 
Hossain and Assiri [2] previously estimated that the average recognition accuracy for color and infrared 
thermal images was 92.62 and 93.32%, respectively. These performances are presented in Table 1. 

 

Figure 7. Decision level fusion method using 1-hot code. 

Table 1. Performance accuracy of tracking. 

Different Images 
Nose-tip 

Accuracy 

Left eye 

accuracy 

Right eye 

accuracy 
Lip accuracy 

Average 

accuracy 

Average colour image 93.98% 90.89% 92.57% 93.02% 92.62% 

Average infrared image 94.35% 91.47% 93.31% 94.16% 93.32% 

Proposed optimized method 94.51% 92.19% 93.71% 94.97% 93.85% 

5. Conclusions 

It has been discovered that using our proposed optimized method boosts the average recognition 
rate by about 1%. The use of infrared thermal pictures not only improves recognition rates, but also 
allows us to deal with unwelcome events such as natural disasters, harsh weather, low lighting 
conditions, and even no illumination conditions. Furthermore, it automatically tracks the ARs (left- 
eye, right-eye, nose-tip, and lips region). Additionally, the proposed OPDF and OHPEAs are applied 
to improve pose prediction. As a result, AR detection and vector information collection become 
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easier, with improved recognition and authentication accuracy. The experimental study employs both 
color and infrared photographs. On average, the proposed optimized method recognizes 92.62% of 
color photographs and 93.85% of infrared thermal images. Previously, Hossain and Assiri [2] 
proposed that the average recognition accuracy for color and infrared thermal pictures was 92.62 
and 93.32%, respectively. 
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